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Windows has a few good to-do applications up your sleeve, not to mention more webapps than you can shake a stick. Our favorite of the group is Wunderlist, a synchronization app, with all offers and free for various platforms. WunderlistPlatform: Windows, Mac OS X and More Price: Free Download PageFeaturesSyncs with wunderlist webapp and
Wunderlist app for Mac, Android, iPhone and BlackBerryShare lists with friends via Facebook, Twitter, and other applications to collaborate (or motivate) each other in certain tasksAdcristes to tasksOrganize tasks through an interface of dragging and dropping Asgn deadlines to tasksFiltage codes by state or dateStar important tasks As ad tasks via
emailChoose of various topics to customize WunderlistWhere It ExcelsWunderlist is not the easiest to-do application around (which would be notepad or pen and paper), but it is the easiest to use. Its main objective is to make task management simple and available on all devices, which does very well. Adding tasks, dragging them, starring them and
managing them differently is very easy. It's available on almost every platform you may want, too, which is important for official task applications, and if you're on a computer that doesn't have Wunderlist installed, you can easily view the webapp and manage your tasks from there. In addition, everything is free. Where ShortWunderlist falls would be almost
perfect if you had a few more features, such as the ability to tag tasks or make them repeat. Right now, you can only filter by state and date, which is fine —and you can create different to-do lists—, but it would be nice to see a little more organizational power. However, it's a good middle ground between the features you need and being incredibly easy to
use, two things that often your ass targets each other. G/O Media can get a commissionThe competition If you are more of a fan of the GTD method of managing your tasks, GeeTeeDee is a great client for Windows. Its interface is very simple, but its got many more advanced features that Wunderlist doesn't have, although they can only get in the way for
most people. If Wunderlist is a little too toned for you, GeeTeeDee is a good alternative. If you prefer things on the other side of the spectrum –i.e. super minimalist-, you can try TodoPaper or Gina Trapani's Todo.txt. TodoPaper is a Windows clone of Mac's favorite Taskpaper, which puts its tasks into a very simple text file with a few additional task features,
such as checkboxes, tags, and projects. It's a little costly at $30, though, so if you want something lower cost, Todo.txt is very similar. However, instead of working in a window, delete and view tasks from a terminal application. However, you can use Todotxt.net if the command line is a little too intimidating. If you're ok with using a webapp, you have even
more options. Remember that milk has long been a favorite of users everywhere. It is available on multiple mobile platforms, and has lots of organizational organizational features frankly, it takes many clicks to do everything in the web interface). Many people, such as Google Tasks for integration with Gmail and Google Calendar, although it's a little poor for
those who want more advanced management. Nor is it the most intuitive to use. If you want a more advanced task application that integrates with Google Calendar and Gmail, Producteev is a better option, which has good advanced management, useful collaborative features, and an app for Your Mac (with a version of Windows on the way). Finally,
Toodledo is a very powerful manager that is a bit difficult to start with at first, but allows you to greatly customize how to manage your tasks, so you don't need to get caught up in any app-driven method. These are just some of the great things to do out there – as there are many – so if you have a favorite not to mention, let us know about it in the comments.
Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of given categories. After too many months of waiting, Amazon is finally letting Android users enjoy its Prime instant video service through a dedicated app. The app is now available from the Amazon Appstore, but is restricted to
users in the US. Installing it seems to enable instant video streaming within Amazon's main Android app, which you can get from the Play Store.The Amazon app received an update to version 5, including a change name, and now allows you to browse amazon's entire catalog of digital and physical products and services, including apps in Amazon's
Appstore. According to Amazon's app list change log, listed with a September 9 release date, the update also brings US customers 5GB of free photo booking with Amazon Cloud Drive. If you signed up for Amazon's Prime Suite for $99 a year (you get a free year when you buy your Amazon Fire phone, by the way), you can now watch thousands of movies
and TV series, including HBO hits The Sopranos, The Wire, Deadwood, True Blood and Boardwalk Empire, at no additional cost. It's been a long time in the making, but it's good that Amazon is finally starting to cater to the billions more people who use Android, even if it's limited to the U.S. for now. Now all you need is Chromecast support. What do you say,
Jeff? To get started, you need to do two things: update your Amazon app from the Play Store and install the Prime Instant Video app from the Amazon Appstore.Thanks for the tip, Tony! If you ever have to record a video from an app on the Windows 10 screen, the built-in Xbox app has a recording tool that can fit your bill. The Xbox app is already in Windows
10. One of its features is a video recorder tool intended to let you capture it in game videos. It turns out that the tool will work with almost any app. It won't capture the entire desktop, so if that's what you're looking for you'll have to resort to a more powerful screen casting app. But if you just need to record specific application, give it a try. If you haven't
already, you'll need to run the Xbox app for the first time. After that, you can press Windows+G to open the game bar overlay, which includes tools to capture an image or video from an app window. The first time you launch game bar for each app, you will get a message asking if it is a game. Just tell him yes and start recording. Captured videos are saved in
MP4 format in Videos/Captures. How to use the hidden screen recorder tool in Windows 10 | WonderHowTo Amazon has rolled out version 2 of its popular Kindle app for Windows Phone devices. The update comes without a record of changes, but was expired for a long time as its latest app change came with version 1.2 way back in July. This update
brought 'Mango' support including Live Tiles for books and this one goes the same way, but for windows phone 8. The good news is that if you're on Windows Phone 8, the app now supports all double-format resolutions and tiles, including books, which is a clean twist. Even flip to show some information, including the latest book you read and where you are
in a current tome. However, the app is shown as Windows Phone 8, which means that for those on 7.x you can still download version 1.2, but you won't get the new look (or of course double-width tiles). Speaking of this new look, Amazon has gone looking for a more bare-skinned logo with version 2.0, although it's only deep skin as it's simply on the tiles and
not within the app itself. The new logo is orange with 'kindle' huddled across, keeping the design simple and bold (we like it). The app still looks exactly like version 1.2. Surprisingly, Amazon didn't opt for a quick resume, that is, if you tap the piece of an app already in the background, it won't continue as it is, but will re-launch the app. Apart from the
appearance and double level tiles, we have not found too many differences. There is still no search capability or reading function aloud, making this application even lighter in functions than its counterparts on other platforms. However, we are hearing that for some people some bugs have been relieved with this release for synchronization and opening
books, so this is a start. Edit: Make sure you do a clean installation that will allow you to uninstall the app and reinstall it, otherwise it will crash. Windows Phone 8 users can grab Amazon Kindle version 2.0 here in the Store. Thank you, Seth H., for the tip! We can win a commission for purchases through our links. More information. While other video chat apps
may be more popular, we found that Google+ provides the best video chat experience, with a ton of additional features and a low price for free. What works best for you can vary. Depending on the connection and location, and the same apps you'll chat about, some apps may work better than others. In addition, you will often be a little about what your video
chat partner is using. But, if you have a choice in the matter, this is what we recommend. Google+ HangoutsPlatform: Windows, Mac OS X, Linux (Web-Based) Price: FreeFeaturesVideo with individuals or a group of people, all for freeUse a unique system in which you can transmit your hangout to google+ friends, and anyone can join aCreate private
hangouts and invite individuals or groupsToggle echo cancellation on or offFocus to the person currently speaking in group video chatsSee YouTube videos with your video chat partnersName your hangouts (Try Hangouts with extras on request Collaborate in notes, sketchpad, and Google Documents while chatting (try Hangouts with extras on
request)Share your screen with your video chat partners (try Hangouts with extras on request)Note that Google Hangouts requires a Google+ account to use. Where ExcelsGoogle Hangouts raises the bar for video chat. Most chat programs are pretty simple video chats, in two or several ways. Some include screen sharing, and some darker customers may
offer collaboration, but Hangouts adds several different features, such as Google Documents collaboration, YouTube simultaneous observation, and the ability to focus on the currently speaking individual, making it very easy to use. The quality of the video and the call is also quite good, and the idea of hangouts is definitely unique and makes video chat a
more viable communication option for people who don't want to plan their chats. G/O Media can get a commissionWhere It Falls ShortThe only real drawback of Hangouts is that it requires a Google+ account, which is a service that not too many people use (especially people you can chat with on video, such as your grandparents). The choice of video chat
client is, unfortunately, often governed by what the less intelligent tech partner is using, so you don't always have a choice. That said, if you have a choice, Hangouts is our favorite option, especially if you want to do a group chat. On competition days, most video chat apps are actually webapps that require small plugins to be installed, so few are just
Windows (which is great). Google Voice and Video —accessible from Gmail— are another great option. The quality is great with the enhanced video chat plugin, and it builds well in Gmail.Facebook Video Calling is surprisingly great. If you haven't used it, I suggest you try it. The quality is pretty fantastic, and virtually everyone you know probably uses
Facebook, so it's easy to get them to use this instead of something like Skype. (Note that Facebook video calls are powered by Skype, but do not installation: all it requires is a plugin). Start a call from Facebook, but it opens in its own small window without borders completely separated from the browser, in fact, you can even exit the browser and it will
continue to work. It's simple dead to use, too, and has no mess at all - in the program window or in your Start menu. Start. being scared by the Facebook brand, it's actually a really solid video chat client. Finally, we have the always popular Skype. It's not our favorite – in fact, it's easily our least favorite of the above options – but it's probably one you'll need to
have on your computer anyway. We don't like it because its interface is large and messy, and it has a lot of annoying trends (how to set up to start automatically with your machine, and forcing you to use your jumps list to exit the program). You'll probably need to keep it, but if you can, we recommend that you convince the other parties to use Hangouts or at
least Facebook, rather than Skype at all times. Everything he said, Skype is not without its advantages: it is available on almost all man-known platforms (including mobile), and provides some pretty large phone call features. But when it comes to video chat, you have other better options. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing directory of
recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of given categories. Categories.
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